Universal Screening for Alcohol Misuse in Acute Medical Admissions Identifies Cohort of Patients With High Risk of Alcohol Related Liver Disease - an Analysis of 50,000 Hospital Admissions
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1. Introduction & Aims

Most people who die from cirrhosis due to alcohol related liver disease (ARLD) have a history of recurrent admissions to hospital, representing missed opportunities for effective interventions. Universal screening for alcohol misuse has been advocated but it is not known if this is achievable or effective at detecting individuals at high risk of ARLD.

Our key research questions were:
1. Is it feasible to screen all acute medical admissions for alcohol misuse?
2. Can a screening programme be delivered 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and direct patients to an appropriate alcohol care pathway?
3. Can we identify those patients with recurrent hospital admissions, frequent emergency attendances and an increased risk of ARLD?

2. Methods

- Large acute hospital – 650,000 catchment population; 130,000 Emergency Dept (ED) admissions per annum. Highest alcohol related admissions in South East England (1,993 per 100,000 population per annum)
- All medical admissions (1st July 2011 – 31st March 2014) screened by admitting nurses using modified electronic Paddington Alcohol Test (mPAT) incorporated into hospital-wide bedside system for real-time, electronic capture of clinical information (VitalPAC, Figure 1)
- Data analysis of patient demographics, unit consumption, diagnosis, mortality and previous ED attendances and admissions.

3. Results

3.1 Patient population

3.2 Who were the unscreened patients?

- Alcohol screening had to be mandatory at hospital admission (otherwise uptake rate fell from 96% to 80%)
- Critically ill or early self-discharge? A mixture of both...
- Unscreened vs screened admissions:
  - Higher mortality rate (8.3% vs 6.2%; p<0.001)
  - Reduced consciousness (3.7% vs 2.5%; p<0.001)
  - Same day discharge (29.7% vs 13.3%; p<0.001)
  - Self discharge (3.4% vs 1.8%; p<0.001)

3.3 Universal alcohol screening identifies:

- Frequent ED attenders
- Recurrent admissions
- Younger age of death

3.4 Identification of dependency & harmful drinking

- Some 1,135 (81-30%) of patients seen by the ASNS had an AUDIT score >20, suggesting dependency.
- This group were younger, and had more admissions and more ED attendances (p=0.001) than those with a score <20.
- Screening identified a highly dependent cohort of 527 (37-7%) patients who scored the maximum AUDIT value of 40. This group had the highest numbers of ED attendances and admissions.

3.5 Higher risk patients have a distinct diagnostic profile

- Higher risk (mPAT >6) patients had a distinct admission profile with mental health disorders, G1 bleeding and ARLD most frequent codes.
- Liver, pancreatic and digestive disorders accounted for 22-1% of primary admission codes in the higher risk group compared to just 3.2% in the lower risk category.

4. Conclusions

- Universal screening for alcohol misuse is achievable and can be delivered 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
- Screening identifies a highly dependent cohort with frequent ED attendances, recurrent admissions and an elevated risk of ARLD.
- Additional patients at increasing risk of alcohol harm can be identified in a range of medical presentations.
- These patients can be targeted with effective interventions to reduce the burden of alcohol related harm.
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Figure 1 VitalPAC data recording system and 3 screen grabs from alcohol module